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Why did you become a healthcare provider?
A lot of people had an event in their life that drove them to their path in medicine. I did not. For as long as I can remember this was the only field for me. No other profession requires such a depth of knowledge and the ability to apply it uniquely and creatively to fit every patient. At the core of it, medicine combines the strongest minds with the most vulnerable points in a human life. It is such an honor and privilege to be able to help people at their greatest time of need.

Why can patients count on you to provide extraordinary care?
I believe doctors cannot provide extraordinary care without a strong foundation in public health. Throughout my education, I have worked hard to incorporate a population-based approach to the way I view healthcare. While doctors work to cure disease, public health focuses on how to create an environment that can provide care to all people, no matter their socioeconomic status, race, gender or any other social determinant. This lens of medicine allows me to think beyond the clinic or the OR and into the lives of my patients and provide them with long-lasting quality healthcare.

What’s your little something extra?
Since I was young, I have loved the arts! I trained in a rigorous pre-professional ballet program and have played classical piano since I was tiny. These activities gave me the discipline, passion and creative mind that has fueled my journey through medical training. Einstein said it best when he said, “After a certain high level of technical skill is achieved, science and art tend to coalesce in esthetics, plasticity, and form. The greatest scientists are always artists as well.”